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CommandList is where you collect the commands to control your devices.
You may optionally use our database or copy codes from your own infrared remote control.
Database
The Configurator is delivered with a copy of our online database. You can upgrade and manage
this database against the online database, so you always have an updated database.
If you are searching for a specific product, and a similar device is available, but typenumber is
different, then test these commands. Most likely they work.
Typical example:
If we have commands for one Panasonic TV, most likely they cover all Panasonic TV's.
The same goes for all well-known brands, like Sony, Pioneer, Yamaha, Samsung, etc. etc. but it
might not be the case for low-cost brands not manufacturing their own products.
If a different typenumber work with your device, then please copy the product, change to the
typenumber and upload this typenumber to our database.
PLEASE: Do not uplad made-up Brand names, Devices descriptions, TypeNumbers or commanddescriptions, as they will be removed from the database by LinTronic without warning and you might
lose your commands.
Your emote control
Our TT455-RT-238 holds a 38 KHz receiver covering 36-40 KHz which covers more than 95%
remote controls on the market. A few remote controls operate on 32 KHz and some operate on 56
KHz (technical stuff, Sorry :o).
When copying the remote, TT455-RT-238 samples the flashing infrared light from the remote, and
passes the raw code to the Configurator which attempts to decode the signal into a numerical
information representing the code. Our decoders are able to compensate for signal fluctuation in
your remote caused by distance variations, temperature, low battery, reflections, etc.
LinTronic is the only company in the world actually evaluating and decoding every bit of the signal,
pulses, pauses, repetition, etc. Everybody else simply stores the learned raw format. By decoding
the signal we can compress the commands from approximately 300 characters down to only 24
(saving memory) but most important is that we can manipulate the code back into the original timing
when transmitting (pulsewidth, repetitionpatterns, repetitions, etc.) ensuring long-range and very
reliable operation by the TT455-RT-238.
In case your remote does not decode correctly, feel free to play with the CodeLearn program or
contact LinTronic for online support.
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Recommended procedure
for the CommandList
Update your database
- This ensures you have a local copy of the online
commands.
Find the product you want to test
- We have most newer products in the online database.
- If you can find your device but not the exact
typenumber, then test the “wrong” typenumber.
Very often different typenumbers use the same codes.
- If the “wrong” typenumber works, then you can copy the
product with the “wrong” typenumber and rename the
typenumber.
- If the right typenumber exist, then you can add missing
commands from your own remote control.
- Or make a new product and copy the commands from
your remote control.
Upload
- If you copy an existing product, or add commands, then
the product must be uploaded/shared to our online
database.
- Please test/confirm commands in before you upload.
Other users are trusting your uploads.
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PRODUCTS
my database

update from online

favorites

to be uploaded

- shows your products

- downloads new products

- your projects products

- your new products

products
create new product
copy to new
delete

search
- in brandname
- in device
- in typenumber

COMMANDS / ACTIONS
products commands
online codesets

mark line to edit parameters

codesets supported by your product
upload to shared database AFTER you have tested they work
Setting product to favorite, will allow you to add it to your projects
instructs your product to send the selected IR command
when selected IR command is tested, this shows the command you can send from your homeautomation software
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Database (copy product 1/2)
- IF ONLY TYPENUMBER NEEDS TO BE CHANGED
List all products
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Select product to be copied

copy

See next page
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Database (copy product 2/2)
new commands
are red

Rename typenumber and save
BrandName, Device and TypeNumber

Favorite
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Database (make new product 1/2)
Create new product
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See next page
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Database (make new product 2/2)
Rename BrandName, Device, Typenumber

Save

Favorite
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Add commands from your remote
Select function as shown
on your remote
or select NewFunction at
the top
AutoNext brings you
the next command
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Activate the remote for at least 1 second
and watch the command being decoded and listed.
New commands
(not yet uploaded to the online database)
are shown in red.
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HEX converter
- many commands can be found on www.remotecentral.com

Insert HEX command
Decode/Convert
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If we can decode it,
the command is added
to the product
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